The anharmonicity of weakly bound complexes is studied using the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) approach for a series of metal cation dihydrogen (M+−H2) complexes. The H−H stretching frequency shifts of M+−H2 (M+ = Li+, Na+, B+, and Al+) complexes are calculated with the coupled-cluster method including all single and double excitations with perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) level of theory with the ccpVTZ basis set. The calculated H−H stretching frequency of Li+−H2, B+−H2, Na+−H2, and Al+−H2 is redshifted by 121, 202, 74, and 62 cm-1, respectively, relative to that of unbound H2. The calculated red shifts and their trends are in good agreement with the available experimental and previously calculated data. Insight into the observed trends is provided by symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT).
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen is a promising candidate to meet the global energy demand and to foster a cleaner and sustainable new energy economy. 1 In addition, oxidation of hydrogen in a fuel cell yields water as a byproduct; hence, there is no emission of green house gases or ozone precursors. With the recent advances in fuel cell technology, the extensive production of hydrogen using renewable energy sources appears to be a promising direction for solving the current energy crisis.
Although hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe, constituting about 93% of all atoms, pure hydrogen is not available in significant quantities in nature. Because hydrogen is not available as a pre-existing energy source like fossil fuels, it first must be produced and then stored as a carrier, much like a battery. Production of hydrogen can involve a variety of sources, including natural gas and coal. However, precautions must be taken to avoid the emissions of greenhouse gases and ozone precursors during the hydrogen extraction process. 2 Another challenge is presented in the large storage capacity necessary for hydrogen, which requires about four times the volume required by gasoline. Therefore, design of suitable, high capacity storage material is of great importance for hydrogen to be an efficient fuel. 3 There are presently three general ways known for storing hydrogen: compressed hydrogen gas tanks, liquid hydrogen tanks, and materials-based hydrogen storage. The energy density of gaseous hydrogen can be improved by storing hydrogen in compressed hydrogen gas tanks and liquid hydrogen tanks. However, the compressed hydrogen gas tanks and liquid hydrogen tanks have significant disadvantages. Compression is hindered by low hydrogen density and high-pressure operations, resulting in high costs for compression and tanks, and causes safety issues associated with high-pressure storage. 4 Liquefaction of hydrogen requires an amount of energy equal to almost half of that available from hydrogen combustion, and continuous boil-off occurring in the tanks limits the applications. 3 Recent research has been focused on lighter storage material with favorable uptake and release kinetics to overcome the issues associated with compression and liquefaction tanks. Hydrogen can be bound to materials, such as fullerenes 5, 6 and carbon nanotubes, 7, 8 stored as a solid compound via physisorption. However, materials that utilize physisorption have a low gravimetric uptake compared to that of chemisorption. Molecular hydrogen bound into a solid storage material via chemisorption such as metal hydrides, 9 complex hydrides, 10 metal cation-doped zeolites, 11 and metal-organic frameworks (MOF), 12 is a promising technique to overcome the storage problem.
Metal cationÀdihydrogen (M þ ÀH 2 ) complexes are simple charged polyatomic molecules and therefore constitute a useful benchmark system for assessing computational strategies aimed at describing ion-neutral complexes that are relevant for the hydrogen storage problem. In general, M þ ÀH 2 complexes are weakly bound, with binding energies typically less than 5 kcal/mol. Therefore, the weak interaction in M þ ÀH 2 complexes alone cannot achieve a significant adsorption capacity at reasonable temperatures. However, there are strategies to improve adsorption by making charged metal sites available within the material such as alkali-doped carbon nanotubes. 13, 14 Analysis of binding between molecular hydrogen and a metal cation is useful to understand the various aspects of hydrogen storage. Such insight might be applied in the future to the design of novel materials with favorable absorption/desorption kinetics.
Interactions 11 using HartreeÀFock (HF) and second-order perturbation theory (MP2), as well as density functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional. A linear correlation between binding energy and Δν HH was reported.
The advent of a wide variety of high-resolution infrared spectroscopic methods facilitates more accurate probing of a broader frequency range. To accurately interpret the origin of the spectral features, computational guidance is essential. The computationally least demanding approach and the most common method for determining vibrational frequencies is the harmonic approximation, a normal-mode analysis based on the matrix of second derivatives of the energy (Hessian). However, in general, molecular vibrations are not purely harmonic and the intrinsic anharmonicity (diagonal potential) of a particular mode often increases as the frequency of the vibration decreases. Furthermore, the anharmonicity of a particular mode may increase due to coupling with other modes (coupling potential), coupling that is ignored in the harmonic approximation. The traditional approach to estimate anharmonic frequencies is to use scaling factors for the harmonic frequencies. 20 Scaling the harmonic frequencies has often worked well. However, using a single scale factor for a great diversity of vibrational modes, ranging from the quasi-rigid vibrational motions that take place in strongly bonded molecules to the far more extended and floppy motions that occur in clusters bound by weak van der Waals interactions is not adequate. Therefore, improvements beyond the harmonic approximation can be important. A useful approach for predicting accurate vibrational spectra is the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) method, which starts from the harmonic approximation and systematically approaches the correct anharmonic frequencies. The VSCF 21À24 method has emerged in recent years as a powerful tool for accurate predictions of vibrational spectra. The VSCF method can be augmented by second-order perturbation theory (PT2-VSCF) 25 to correct for correlation effects among the modes. The aim of the present paper is to examine the anharmonicity associated with the Li þ ÀH 2 , Na þ ÀH 2 , B þ ÀH 2 , and Al þ ÀH 2 complexes and characterize the interaction between a hydrogen molecule and a metal cation. The results are compared with the experimental vibrational data, including the bond lengths, the frequency of the HÀH stretching mode, and the binding energy. An important motivation for this work is to examine, and attempt to understand, the red shifts in the HÀH stretching mode (ν 1 ) in the M þ ÀH 2 complexes. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the computational details. In section III, the geometry, anharmonic frequencies, and interaction energies of the M þ ÀH 2 complexes are discussed. Concluding remarks are summarized in section IV.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All calculations were performed using the GAMESS 26, 27 electronic structure code, and the molecules were visualized with MacMolPlt. 28 Electronic structure calculations were performed
þ , and Al þ ) complexes using coupled-cluster theory including all single and double excitations with perturbative triples (CCSD (T)) 29, 30 and the cc-pVTZ 31 basis set. The geometry optimizations were carried out in C 2v symmetry. The CCSD(T) geometry optimizations were performed using numerical gradients. All stationary points are true minima (all positive force constants).
To obtain the anharmonic frequencies, PT2-VSCF calculations were carried out on the potential energy surface (PES) that was generated on a 16 Â 16 point grid, by making displacements along normal mode vectors expressed as a sum of simple internal coordinate contributions. 32 Cartesian normal mode displacement vectors are often not suitable for treating nonlinear, low frequency vibrational motions, such as, bending and torsion. 32 Because selection of internal coordinates is not unique even in a system as small as three atoms, two internal coordinate selections, 3-bond (two MÀH bonds and the HÀH bond) and 2-bond-1-angle (two MÀH bonds and HÀMÀH angle), were considered. To obtain the optimum set of coordinates, the normal mode vibrational frequencies were partitioned into each internal coordinate according to the method described by Boatz and Gordon. 33 A series of calculations were carried out in which the spacing of the PES grid points along each vibrational mode was systematically increased until the diagonal frequencies converged, as described in a paper by Njegic and Gordon. 34 While convergence of diagonal ν 1 and ν 3 frequencies was achieved as expected, the diagonal potential for the antisymmetric stretch (ν 2 ) frequency requires special treatment. At large displacements along the ν 2 mode, the three atoms of M þ ÀH 2 adopt close to a colinear configuration (due to the HÀH internal rotation in the molecular plane). This near linearity causes a failure of the internal to Cartesian coordinate transformation due to a very small determinant of the Wilson B matrix 35 in the iterative procedure. When the internal-to-Cartesian coordinate transformation fails, the displacement vector that was used to generate the point that is closest to the failed point is used to step to the next point on the PES. Because such displacement vectors are expressed in the form of Cartesian rather than internal coordinates, artificial stretching may be introduced in a similar manner as if Cartesian coordinates VSCF were used to generate PES. If the number of failed points is small, the consequent errors may make only negligible contributions to the calculated VSCF frequencies. Unfortunately, for M þ ÀH 2 , there is a large number of failed points generated along both diagonal and coupling potentials involving the ν 2 mode, whereas the number of failed points for the ν 1 and ν 3 frequencies is zero. To address this problem, a different approach was used for the ν 2 mode, in which the energies of the failed points were extrapolated by a fourth order polynomial fit.
To obtain bond dissociation energies that can be related to experiment, D 0 , zero point energy (ZPE) corrections have been obtained using the anharmonic frequencies. To analyze the relationship between the M þ ÀH 2 binding energies and the red shifts in the HÀH vibrational frequencies, symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) 36 calculations were performed for each complex, also using the cc-pVTZ basis set. An additional interpretive tool is provided by the electrostatic potential (ESP)-derived MP2/cc-pVTZ atomic charges. 37 2 18 complexes, where r is the HÀH intramolecular vector, R is the vector between M þ and the midpoint along HÀH bond, and θ is the angle between r and R. In this paper, the following three choices of coordinates for M þ ÀH 2 complexes are considered: (1) Cartesian coordinates; (2) two MÀH bonds and the subsumed angle (2-bond-1-angle); (3) three bonds (3-bond). Previous work has demonstrated the utility of internal coordinates for performing VSCF calculations. 32, 34 Boatz and Gordon 33 demonstrated how to decompose normal modes and the corresponding force constants in terms of internal coordinates. This method can be used to help determine the most separable set of internal coordinates. For example, Table 2 presents the contribution of each internal coordinate to each normal coordinate force constant for the Li þ ÀH 2 complex at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory. In all three normal modes, the LiÀH bond distances contribute for both choices of internal coordinates, whereas the HÀH distance appears to be a more appropriate choice than the HÀLiÀH angle.
The difference between the two sets of internal coordinates arises from the treatment of the HÀH bond distance. The 3-bond set of internals ensures an explicit treatment of the HÀH bond length during molecular vibrations. The contribution of the HÀLiÀH angle to the ν 2 mode is zero (Table 2 ). In Figure 1a and b, the HÀH distance is plotted as a function of the The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE displacements (at small amplitude displacements) made along the ν 2 and ν 3 modes, respectively, when Cartesian, 2-bond-1-angle and 3-bond coordinates are used to generate the diagonal PES. While both Cartesian and 2-bond-1-angle coordinates lead to changes in the HÀH distance as displacements are made along mode ν 2 , the HÀH distance is preserved if 3-bond coordinates are used. The performance of the three coordinate sets is also reflected in the very different values of the ν 2 diagonal frequency at amplitude ∼1100, ∼1100, ∼800 cm À1 for the Cartesian, 2-bond-1-angle, and 3-bond coordinates, respectively. Importantly, any errors that are made in the diagonal potential (for example, by using inappropriate coordinates) will be propagated into the coupling potential, and this will be reflected in errors in the predicted anharmonic frequencies. Both Cartesian and 3-bond coordinates preserve the HÀH distance as displacements are made along mode ν 3 , while the 2-bond-1-angle coordinate choice leads to changes in the HÀH distance (Figure 1b) . Figure 2 shows vectors associated with the three types of vibrational motion exhibited by the MÀH 2 þ molecules. While the ν 1 and ν 3 modes can be described as linear displacements, the ν 2 mode vectors show strikingly different types of motion, depending on whether they are expressed in terms of 2-bond-1-angle (Figure 2a) or 3-bond (Figure 2b ). While the ν 2 antisymmetric stretch can be described as linear displacements along the bonds when the 2-bond-1-angle internal coordinates are used, one sees the in-plane internal rotation noted earlier when the 3-bond internal coordinates are used. The 3-bond coordinate system ensures maximum separation of all three modes and thus is used in all subsequent calculations of molecular vibrations.
The calculated CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ harmonic and anharmonic (VSCF-PT2) vibrational frequencies along with other available published calculations and experimental data are tabulated in Table 3 . There is an excellent agreement (within 20 cm À1 ) of the PT2-VSCF frequencies with the available experimental data. The anharmonic corrections to the harmonic frequencies are rather different for the three vibrational modes. The ratio of the VSCF-PT2/harmonic frequencies ranges from 0.74 to 0.94 for the various frequencies listed in Table 3 . This illustrates the fact that using one scaling factor 40 to scale all harmonic frequencies would not capture the actual anharmonicity that is present in the complexes. The VSCF-PT2 frequencies are in good agreement with the published rovibrational calculations. Table 4 shows the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculated HÀH frequency shifts of the M þ ÀH 2 complexes. Harmonic red shifts The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE are calculated with respect to the harmonic frequencies of isolated H 2. The PT2-VSCF red shifts are calculated with respect to the diagonal frequencies of isolated H 2 . The experimental HÀH stretching frequency of molecular H 2 is 4161.17 cm À1 . 41 The VSCF-PT2 frequencies capture the trends in the experimental red shifts both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The Figure 4 . This is to be expected, as the ν 3 mode is the one that leads to the dissociation of the M þ ÀH 2 complex into H 2 molecule and a metal cation.
Based on the binding energies, one might predict the red shift associated with the HÀH stretching frequency to be in the order
because this is the order in which the M þ ÀH bond energy decreases. That is, one might expect a concomitant decrease in the HÀH bond energy and frequency based on common bond distanceÀbond energy relationships. However, as shown in Table 4 and in Figure 5 , the observed red shifts are in the order
The main disagreement between the red shifts and the binding energies occurs for Li þ versus B þ . In addition, the red shifts induced by Na þ versus Al þ are much The Journal of Physical Chemistry A ARTICLE closer to each other than would be predicted based on the corresponding binding energies.
In an attempt to understand the relationship between the observed metalÀH 2 binding energies and the red shifts in the HÀH frequencies that are observed upon complexation, the symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) method that was developed by Jeziorski, Szalewicz, and co-workers 36 is employed as an appealing interpretive tool. The SAPT method is based on many body perturbation theory and is therefore expected to provide relative energies that are as accurate as CCSD(T).
The SAPT total interaction energies and the corresponding components for the four complexes of interest here are summarized in Table 6 . For convenience, the CCSD(T) binding energies (excluding zero point vibrational corrections) and HÀH red shifts are included in this table as well. First, note that the total SAPT interaction energies are in very good agreement with the CCSD(T) binding energies. This lends credence to employing the SAPT energy decomposition. Now, note that each of the attractive terms in Table 6 , those that contribute to bonding interactions (Coulomb, induction, dispersion, and charge transfer), demonstrate the same trend as do the red shifts in the HÀH frequencies, not the trend followed by the MÀH binding energies. That is, those interactions that one would conceptually associate with binding demonstrate the expected relationship with the weakening of the HÀH bond. The fact that the charge transfer essentially follows the same trend (except for the very small values of Na and Al) supports the conjecture by Bieske and co-workers regarding the role of charge transfer. However, charge transfer is certainly not the whole or even the most important part of the story, because the largest contribution to binding of each metal to H 2 comes from the induction interaction. The sum of the four attractive contributions, labeled "total attraction" in Table 6 , follows the same trend as the HÀH frequency red shifts.
On the other hand, the repulsive terms, dominated by the exchange repulsion, are much larger for B than for the other metals. These repulsive terms more than counter balance the attractive terms that favor B over Li for binding to H 2 . So, as is usually the case, the net binding is a balance between attractive and repulsive contributions, and in this case, the balance results in stronger net binding of H 2 to Li than to B.
The total electron density maps and the ESP atomic charges for each of the M þ ÀH 2 complexes are shown in Figure 6 . There are two interesting trends apparent in this figure. First, the electron density shifts upon complexation, as embodied in the ESP charges, from H 2 to M þ , is in the order B > Li > Na ∼ Al. This is the same order that is observed for the HÀH frequency red shifts and is consistent with the foregoing discussion. Similarly, one can see from the total density maps that the delocalization of charge follows the same trend. This trend in electron density reflects the importance of both induction and charge transfer, as noted in the previous paragraphs.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical study of anharmonic molecular vibrations and binding energies of Li þ ÀH 2 , Na þ ÀH 2 , B þ ÀH 2 , and Al þ ÀH 2 complexes using the VSCF method corrected for second order perturbation theory have been presented. The CCSD(T) red shifts and the predicted M þ ÀH 2 binding energies are in excellent agreement with the experimental values. The unusual relationship between the experimentally observed binding energies and red shifts in the HÀH vibrational frequencies is also well reproduced by theory. The fact that the trends in the red shifts do not reflect the binding energy trends is interpreted, using the SAPT method, in terms of a balance between opposing attractive and repulsive interactions.
The anharmonic corrections to the harmonic frequencies are rather different for the three vibrational modes in these M þ ÀH 2 complexes. For example, the ratio of the VSCF-PT2/harmonic frequencies is 0.94 for the HÀH stretch, while this ratio ranges from 0.74 to 0.86 for the symmetric stretch versus 0.87 to 0.94 for the antisymmetric stretch. This means that one universal scaling factor to scale the harmonic frequencies would not capture the actual anharmonicity that is present in the complexes. So, while calculating VSCF frequencies is more computationally challenging than employing a simple scale factor, the VSCF approach is more accurate. a Sum of electrostatic þ polarization þ dispersion þ charge transfer. b Sum of exchange þ exchange-induction þ exchange-dispersion. Figure 6 . Total electron density maps and the electrostatic potential (ESP)-derived MP2/cc-pVTZ atomic charges for each of the studied complexes.
